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 Across
 1.  Melts broken hat from Cornwall returning? (5)
 5.  Crack carbon vicar on the rocks (7)
 9.  Terrorists accountant backing mites (5)

 10.  A kiss on Sulphur neurons? (5)
 11.  Retinue from cog tree? (7)
 12.  Broken canes in part of opera (5)
 13.  Sock I flip oddly in Star Trek perhaps (3-2)
 14.  Locks steamship in copse (7)
 17.  I am harsh and I make an instructor (9)
 21.  Start being around (5)
 22.  Whalebones back around tree (5)
 23.  Sets of broken cries seen (9)
 27.  Knowall on genius keeps extra paper (7)
 31.  Smart vehicles reversing (5)
 32.  Err to the West before East Indian Japanese American (5)
 33.  Backing Buckie perhaps and making meals for paints (7)
 34.  Lift a sire away (5)
 35.  Top notch cardinal slate returns (5)
 36.  Sixes failed tests after Kent perhaps (7)
 37.  View daughter's grains (5)

 Down
 1.  No, thirty-one is about crossbeam (7)
 2.  Dump ash and boil scrap (7)
 3.  More cheeky sire is worried about donkey (7)
 4.  Brace broken pole (5)
 5.  Scar top soldier heading a moment in time (9)
 6.  Strange ever that is (5)
 7.  Thoughts from inside asteroid (5)
 8.  Few ersatz teasets have jugs (5)

 15.  Pares off javelin (5)
 16.  Cut off top in pair of drugs (5)
 18.  Article in abdicated king of space (5)
 19.  Fort in abuttal a mole dug (5)
 20.  Dramas make sense, Puss (9)
 24.  Complete envelopes steer in confusion (7)
 25.  Dream of three kings tail first in energy (7)
 26.  Single fourteen is mixed for siblings (7)
 27.  Jumps to left side after chopper (5)
 28.  Lends on all necessary savings to start (5)
 29.  One of nephew's twenty-six? (5)
 30.  Pinger as investigators arise (5)


